Let Ω ⊂ R n be a compact subanalytic set of dimension 2 and t ≥ 1. This paper gives an upper bound as t → ∞ for the number of integer points on the homothetic dilation tΩ of Ω that do not reside on any connected semialgebraic subset of tΩ of positive dimension. Implications for the density of rational points on Ω are also elaborated.
Introduction
For a set of points Ω ⊂ R n let Ω(Z) denote the subset consisting of points with integer coordinates
and Ω(Q) the subset of points with rational coordinates. For H ≥ 1 let Ω(Q, H) denote the subset of Ω(Q)
of rational points P of height H(P ) ≤ H, where, if P = (a 1 /b, . . . , a n /b) with a j , b ∈ Z, b > 0 and gcd(a 1 , . . . , a n , b) = 1, H(P ) = max{|a j |, b}. The homothetic dilation tΩ of Ω by t is defined by tΩ = {(tx 1 , . . . , tx n ) : (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Ω}.
It will always be assumed that t ≥ 1. The cardinality of a set S will be denoted #S.
When Ω is an algebraic variety, an elaborate complex of results and conjectures asserts that the geometry of Ω exerts significant control on the structure of Ω(Z) and Ω(Q), and on the behaviour of #Ω(Q, H) as H → ∞. See for example [9] or [6, §F.5] ("Geometry Governs Arithmetic") and the references therein. In particular, the conjectures of Lang [9, I §3] assert that a variety has only finitely many rational points outside its special set.
Suppose that Ω is a subanalytic set (a definition of subanalytic sets, and statements of the key properties to be used, are set out in §2, following [2] ). If the dimension of Ω (see §2) is ≥ 2 then Ω may contain subsets of positive dimension that are semialgebraic even if Ω itself is not semialgebraic. Let Ω alg denote the union of all connected subanalytic subsets of Ω of positive dimension that are semialgebraic (defined over R). The distribution of integer and rational points on Ω alg will be governed by the geometry of its semialgebraic constituents (in general Ω alg will not itself be semialgebraic, or even subanalytic (see below)).
This paper is concerned with the complementary subset Ω trans = Ω−Ω alg . Note that (tΩ) alg = t(Ω alg ),
and so likewise (tΩ) trans = t(Ω trans ). By analogy with the philosophy of the special set, it might be expected that strong paucity properties should hold for the rational and integral points of Ω trans . It seems natural to make the following conjectures. Note that these conjectures are trivial for semialgebraic Ω.
While the primary focus in this paper will be the number of integer points on homothetic dilations, results
about tΩ(Z) give information about Ω(Q, H): For any set Ω ⊂ R n , if P ∈ Ω(Q, H) then bP ∈ bΩ(Z),
where P = (a 1 /b, . . . , a n /b) as above. Thus
#Ω(Q, H) ≤

H h=1
#h Ω(Z). Let Ω ⊂ R n be subanalytic. The example Ω = {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 , z = exp(y log(x + 1)), (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] 2 } shows that Ω alg is not in general subanalytic: in this case Ω alg is the subset with y rational, and consists of a dense set of curves of unbounded degree (see §2: a relatively compact subanalytic set has only finitely many connected components). It is easy to construct examples where Ω alg consists of all but finitely many points of Ω (e.g. the surface of revolution of a transcendental curve); at the other extreme, Ω may have the property that its intersection with every algebraic space curve consists of a finite number of points, so that Ω alg is empty. An intermediate possibility, for subanalytic surfaces, is that Ω alg is semianalytic of dimension 1 (and hence semialgebraic). The following result can be deduced by appealing to results of [3] to control the points on Ω alg .
Theorem 1.5.
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a compact analytic submanifold of R n of dimension 2. Suppose that Ω alg is semialgebraic of dimension 1. Let > 0. There is a constant c 5 (Ω, ) such that 
To contextualize these results consider first the trivial bounds available for these quantities. If Ω ⊂ R n is a compact subanalytic set of dimension k it is straightforward to show that
The results of [3, 10] for planar Ω of dimension one can be used to obtain results in higher dimensions by slicing. In this case the presence of embedded semialgebraic sets is immaterial, however it is necessary to assume, in addition to the hypotheses of 1.3 , that the selected family of slices are almost all transcendental: 
The proof of these statements requires Gabrielov's Theorem (2.4) to accommodate the finitely many exceptional slices. The exponents in both estimates are optimal since the hypotheses do not preclude Ω containing a line segment.
Various upper estimates for the integer points on (hyper)surfaces have been given under hypotheses of a differential-geometric nature (that are thus more accessible than hypotheses controlling Ω alg , or hypotheses that slices are transcendental). Andrews [1] considers the integer points on the surface Ω of a strictly convex closed body in R n , n > 1. If S(Ω) denotes the surface content of Ω, Andrews shows that
For surfaces in R 3 , S(tΩ) = t 2 S(Ω), leading to an estimate with exponent 3/2; note that the constant c 11 (n)
is independent of Ω. For a strictly convex arc Ω = {(x, y), y = f (x)} ⊂ R 2 such an estimate
in which the constant is best possible, is due to Jarnik [7] . Results for surfaces (and hypersurfaces of higher dimension) are obtained by Schmidt [11, 12] . For example it is shown that, for a surface Ω ⊂ R 3 that is sufficiently smooth and not a cylinder (see [11, Theorem 2] for the precise formulation) in a box of side t ≥ 1, #Ω(Z) ≤ c 12 t 3/2 where c 12 is absolute.
The present paper adapts the methods of [3] , showing in the first instance, in §3 and §4, that the points of tΩ(Z) lie on very few algebraic hypersurfaces. Motivation for this adaptation was provided by the recent work of Heath-Brown [5] , wherein a generalization of this same main tool of [3] to higher dimensions is effected by rather different means in the algebraic setting. This step can be carried out for any Ω ⊂ R n that is compact subanalytic of dimension < n, and for rational points as well as dilation-integer points (see 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5).
In §5 and §6, Gabrielov's Theorem (2.4) on subanalytic sets is used to gain uniform control over certain numerical quanta of such hypersurface intersections with tΩ. In §7, Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 are established for compact subanalytic curves. The proofs of the main theorems are then given in §8. Essential use is made there of a result implicit in [3] that gives a uniform upper estimate for the number of integer points on a sufficiently smooth plane curve for certain classes of curves. This result is recalled in §8. The absence of an analogous result for rational points of bounded height is the obstruction to establishing Conjecture 1.2 for compact subanalytic surfaces. Some further remarks are made at the end of §8, including a discussion of the effectivity of the constants in the main results.
The problems considered here arose from a conversation in which it was asked whether better bounds would be expected for #tΩ(Z), for compact Ω of dimension > 1, when Ω was not semialgebraic. 
Subanalytic sets
The following characterization of subanalytic sets, and statements of the key properties of subanalytic sets to be used in the sequel, are taken from [2] . Let M be a real analytic manifold. Let X be a subanalytic subset of M and P ∈ X. Then P is a smooth point of X (of dimension k) if, in some neighbourhood of P in M , X is an analytic submanifold (of dimension k). The dimension of X is the highest dimension of its smooth points. The singular set of X, denoted sing(X), is the complement in X of the smooth points of highest dimension. A subanalytic set X is smooth if every point of X is smooth, i.e., if X is an analytic submanifold of M . If X is a subanalytic set then the number of connected components of X is locally finite ( [2, §3] ), and hence is finite if X is relatively compact. The number of connected components of a (relatively compact) subanalytic set X will be denoted cc(X). 
Uniformization
Gabrielov
A consequence of Taylor's Formula
The setup below follows that given in [8, Chapter 2] . Let k ∈ N and µ = (
With this notation, suppose φ : R k → R is defined and has b + 1 continuous derivatives at each point of the line segment joining y, z ∈ R k . According to Taylor's Formula ([8, Theorem 2.2.5]) there is a point ξ on this line segment such that 
Proof. The intersection J ∩ U is a convex set, and there is a point z (0) of J ∩ U such that every other point of X ∩ U is at a distance ≤ r (take a point of J ∩ U nearest to the center of U ). Write each entry of det(φ i (z (j) )) using Taylor's Formula with remainder term of order b + 1 about z (0) . In expanding the determinant, consider the terms corresponding to a particular specification of the number of terms of each order of derivative.
Consider a minor of size
That is, select h of the points ζ (j) from among the z (j) , and h functions ψ i from among the φ i and consider
If h > L k (β) then the columns are dependent, and the minor vanishes.
Thus if, for a particular such specification of orders, there are more than L k (β) terms of degree β to be taken for some β, then the totality of terms corresponding to this choice vanishes. Therefore the order of the lowest order nonvanishing term is B(k, n, d), and so
where c 14 is a certain function of the maximum sizes of the derivatives of the
on J ∩ U , and powers of r. Since r ≤ 1, c 14 can be taken to depend only on the other quantities.
Exploring with algebraic hypersurfaces
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is to show that the integer points of tΩ lie on very few algebraic hypersurfaces in R n . This is essentially a higher dimensional version of the "Main Lemma" of [3] . A result of this nature (but proved rather differently) has been given by Heath-Brown [5, Theorem 14] in the algebraic case. This step does not require analyticity of Ω, only that it is the union of finitely many
It is convenient to work within Ω rather than its dilations tΩ, so set
) as previously and put
It follows from the observations in §3 that, k, n being fixed and d → ∞,
Applying Lemma 3.1 with the functions
However, the assumption that the points Q i ∈ Ω(Z, t) implies that
Then by the argument of [3, Lemma 1] , all these points lie on a single hypersurface of degree ≤ d. Now J may be covered by at most
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as that for 4.1. Let U be a disk in R k of radius r ≤ 1 and consider points
and so all such points Q j in a disk of radius r < c 14 
Remark 4.5. In fact the same conclusion obtains (with different constants c 19 (Ω, ), d 3 (k, n, )) if, instead of the height H induced from the embedding of R n in P n , the height H * corresponding to its embedding
To prove this, proceed as in the proofs of 4.3 and 4.4 but with
Algebraic hypersurface intersections
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a closed subanalytic surface. By the Uniformization Theorem (2.3), Ω admits a
where N is a real analytic manifold of dimension 2. In this section assume additionally that N is connected.
Let Υ be an algebraic hypersurface in R n and put Ψ = Ω ∩ Υ. Then Ψ is a subanalytic set. Let
, and is thus an analytic subset of N . The set V admits a decomposition into subanalytic subsets (in fact into semianalytic subsets: see [2] ) as described below. This decomposition will be essential in the proof of the main results.
Let P ∈ V . It may be assumed that P = (0, 0) in some local coordinate system (ξ, η) on N . The defining equation H of Υ gives an equation
defining V in the local coordinates. Define V s locally as the set of points (ξ, η) with
Then V s is a subanalytic set (in fact analytic). where U does not vanish in a neighbourhood of P and Q is a distinguished polynomial, that is, of the form
where A i (η) are analytic in a neighbourhood of P and vanish at P . The set V s of singular points of V , i.e. the points where m ≥ 2.
The set V ns = V − V s of nonsingular points of V is subanalytic. It admits the following further decomposition into subanalytic subsets depending on a finite set Π of coordinatized planes in R n and a positive integer M .
Let Π ⊂ R n be a plane with coordinates (u, v) and let π : R n → Π be the orthogonal projection of R n onto Π. Composing ψ with π gives a map (u(ξ, η), v(ξ, η)) from N to Π locally at P .
Suppose P ∈ V ns . Then, writing as above K = QU with U nonvanishing in a neighbourhood of P and (m = 1 and so) Q(ξ, η) = ξ + A(η), V is locally parametrized by ξ = −A(σ), η = σ. Let V u denote the subset of V ns of points P at which du/dσ = 0 and dv/dσ = 0. Note that
At points of V ns − V u , the slope du/dv is well defined (possibly infinite). Let V a be the set of P ∈ V ns − V u at which the slope du/dv belongs to {0, ±1, ∞}. In the local coordinates, these points correspond to the vanishing of
At points of V ns − V u − V a , the image of V in Π is locally a graph with respect to both u and v axes.
, where f, g are real analytic functions. Repeated implicit differentiation yields expressions for the derivatives of f, g to any order in the local coordinates ξ, η at P . Explicit expressions may be obtained essentially following [3 
, Proof of Lemma 5]. Specifically, the dependence v = v(ξ(σ), η(σ))
may be inverted locally to obtain, for suitable F, G,
The successive derivatives of the second and third relations may be used to successively solve for and eliminate F (n) , G (n) . Write these equations, for n ≥ 1, in the form
where P n , Q n are the appropriate differential rational functions. The the determinant of the system is K ξ v η − K η v ξ at every stage. Differentiating the relation for u and substituting finds
for suitable differential polynomials R n , S n .
Thus (and here enters the parameter M ) the set of points P ∈ V ns − V u − V a at which
Now suppose Π is a finite collection of coordinatized planes in R n and M ∈ N. For each Π ∈ Π the set V ns admits a decomposition into subsets V
Then each V θ is subanalytic, and the collection of sets V θ over all θ provides a decomposition of V ns with respect to Π and M . This is the required decomposition.
The discussion above may be summarized as follows, together with one further observation. 
is the set of singular points of V . The complementary set V ns
may be decomposed into subanalytic subsets V θ with respect to Π and M as described above.
Suppose Π ∈ Π, with π : R n → Π the orthogonal projection, and that γ ⊂ Π is an algebraic curve.
Application of Gabrielov's Theorem
If Ω is compact and uniformized by N then the sets V, V s , V ns and the various subsets V θ under consideration are all relatively compact subanalytic sets. So they have finitely many connected components (see §2). However it will be necessary to have bounds for the number of connected components that depend only on Ω and the degrees of the algebraic surfaces Υ, Γ involved (and the parameter M where relevant), but that are otherwise independent of the particular algebraic surfaces. Since the relevant spaces of algebraic surfaces are compact, such bounds may be obtained by appealing to Gabrielov's Theorem (2.4). 
Proof. The hypersurfaces Υ correspond to elements H
plication by elements of R − {0}, and are thus the points of a projective space
Thus X is compact and analytic, and the fibre X H = p −1 (H) is the set V = ψ −1 (Υ) associated to the hypersurface Υ defined by H = 0. Let X s ⊂ X be the set of points P at which, in the local coordinates,
Then X s is compact analytic and the fibre (
Let X ns = X − X s . Thus X ns is subanalytic in fact semianalytic). For Π ∈ Π with coordinates (u, v) let X Π u be the subset of X ns at which
Then X u is relatively compact subanalytic and the fibre (X
a to be the points at which To deal with the cylinder Γ it is necessary to bring the space T = P D 2 (δ) (R) of plane curves of degree δ in Π ∈ Π into the picture. So let Z ⊂ N × Y × T be the set of (P, H, G) with (P, H) ∈ X as above and having no dependence on the defining equation G of γ ⊂ Π. Define Z θ , for θ : Π → {u, a, b, c} as above with no dependence on G. Now define Z q to be the subset of Z c for which (P, H, G) lies in the cylinder Γ corresponding to G. The fibre over (H, G) is V θ ∩ W . Applying Gabrielov's Theorem to these fibres (over all Π ∈ Π) yields the constant c 22 (Ω, d, Π, M, δ) .
Subanalytic curves
The following simple observation will be used at several junctures in this and the subsequent section to control the relations between a subanalytic set Ω and semialagebraic sets; both in the case that Ω contains semialgebraic sets, and the case that Ω is contained in semialgebraic sets.
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a subanalytic set. Suppose {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is a coordinate system on R n . For a subset σ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} let Π σ denote the linear coordinate subspace of R n whose coordinates are {x i , i ∈ σ}, and let π σ be the orthogonal projection of R n onto Π σ .
Definition 7.1.
Let Ω ⊂ R n be a subanalytic set. Define κ(Ω) to be the largest h ∈ N such that there exists σ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} with #σ = h and such that the projection π σ (Ω) has the property that it is not contained in any algebraic hypersurface (defined over R) in Π σ .
Observe that κ(Ω) is the maximal size of a set {x j , j ∈ σ} that is "algebraically independent" on Ω;
Thus Ω is contained in a closed algebraic subset of
Proof. Let A be a closed algebraic subset of R n of dimension κ(Ω) = k with Ω ⊂ A. The set sing(A) of singular points of A has dimension ≤ k − 1. Put B = Ω − sing(A), so that B has dimension ≤ k − 1. Now suppose P ∈ Ω − B is a smooth point of Ω of dimension k. Then P is also a smooth point of dimension k of A, and in a neighbourhood of P the sets Ω and A are real analytic manifolds of the same dimension with Ω ⊂ A. So locally they coincide, whence P ∈ Ω alg .
Remark 7.3. The quantity κ(Ω) suffices for the purposes of this paper. However, a more refined quantity is κ (Ω) defined as follows. If Ω is connected and smooth, set κ (Ω) = κ(Ω).
where Z is a connected component of the smooth points of Ω of highest dimension. Proposition 7.2 holds with κ (Ω) in place of κ(Ω).
Proof of Conjecture 1.1 and 1.2 for subanalytic curves. The connected components of Ω − sing(Ω) are subanalytic of dimension 1, while sing(Ω) has dimension ≤ 0. It thus suffices to prove the conclusion for connected nonsemialgebraic Ω of dimension 1 that are the closure of their smooth points of dimension 1. If n = 1 then Ω is an interval, whence semialgebraic (in any case in this situation Ω trans is empty). Now suppose n > 2. Consider the images of Ω under the projections π σ for σ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}, #σ = 2.
If these images are all semialgebraic then Ω is semialgebraic by 7.1, so it may be assumed that at least one such projection has a transcendental image. Then the restriction π σ : Ω → π σ (Ω) has finite fibres, uniformly bounded by compactness (or Gabrielov's Theorem).
So it suffices to prove the result for n = 2. Let > 0 be given. According to Lemma 4.3, the points in question in Conjecture 1.1 (respectively Lemma 4.4 for Conjecture 1.2) lie on ≤ c 17 (Ω, )t algebraic hypersurfaces of degree ≤ d 1 (1, n, ) (respectively ≤ c 18 (Ω, )H algebraic hypersurfaces of degree ≤ d 2 (1, n, ) ). The intersection of Ω with a hypersurface consists of finitely many points, and by compactness (or Gabrielov's Theorem) there is a uniform bound on the number of intersection points over all hypersurfaces of degree d 1 (1, n, ) (respectively d 2 (1, n, ) ). 
In fact this is proved in [10] for graphs Ω ⊂ R 2 . It seems natural to conjecture a similar strengthening for
The following examples, worked out in discussion with E. Bombieri, elaborate a remark made in [3] .
The first shows that the assertion of 1.1 cannot be improved in general for curves, and thus also in higher dimensions. The second example shows that the assertion of 1.1 can fail for the graph of a function that is analytic on an interval that is bounded but open at one end (i.e., for a set that fails to be subanalytic "at just one point"). 
.
Example 7.6. Let again (t) : [1, ∞) → R be a strictly decreasing function with (t) → 0 as t → ∞. Define a sequence {t j , j ∈ N} of positive integers inductively as follows. Set t 0 − 1. Supposing
Note that this example is essentially optimal for functions analytic on a bounded semiopen interval: Consider a function g analytic on (0, 1]. For any > 0 the interval [ , 1] is compact, so that if Ω is the graph of g on [ , 1] then #tΩ (Z) ≤ c 1 (Ω , )t , while over the dilation of (0, 1) there can be at most t integer points.
Subanalytic surfaces
The following result, implicit in the proof of [3, Theorem 8] , is the final ingredient required in the proof of Theorem 1.3. If
Thus if the assertion of the Theorem holds for A and B it also holds for Ω (this remark applies in any dimension). Now N consists of finitely many connected components, so it suffices to consider the case in which N is connected.
Since Ω has dimension 2, clearly n ≥ 2. If n = 2 then, at its smooth points, Ω is locally a subset of R 2 . So the smooth points of Ω are contained in Ω alg . Thus Ω trans is not only contained in the singular set sing(Ω), but in (sing(Ω)) trans . However, sing(Ω) has dimension ≤ 1 and is subanalytic by Tamm's Theorem (2.5). The conclusion holds since Conjecture 1.1 holds for compact subanalytic curves. So it may be assumed that n ≥ 3.
Suppose κ(Ω) ≤ 2. Then by 7.1, Ω trans is contained in a subanalytic set B of dimension ≤ 1, and hence indeed in B trans . The conclusion of the theorem again follows since Conjecture 1.1 holds for compact subanalytic curves. So it may be assumed that κ(Ω) ≥ 3.
Choose σ ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} with #σ ≥ 3 such that the projection π σ (Ω) is not contained in any algebraic hypersurface in Π σ . Let be given and choose d, δ such that
Here d will be the degree of hypersurfaces used to apply 4.3, while δ will be the degree of plane algebraic curves used in an application of 8.1.
By the proof of Lemma 4.3, (π σ (Ω))(Z, t) is contained in the union of at most c 17 (π σ (Ω), d)t (2,n,d) sets of the form π σ (Ω) ∩ Υ σ where Υ σ is an algebraic hypersurface of degree ≤ d in the subspace Π σ .
Suppose Υ σ is the zeroset of a polynomial H in the variables corresponding to Π σ . Then, in R n , the equation
and Ω(Z, t) is contained in the union of the sets Ω ∩ Υ. Moreover, the definition of κ(Ω) ensures that none of these intersections is all of Ω, and thus the corresponding subset V = ψ −1 (Υ) ⊂ N is not all of N . Since N is a connected real analytic manifold, such V may not contain a neighbourhood of any point of N , and thus has dimension ≤ 1.
Let Ψ = Ω ∩ Υ be one of these sets and V be the corresponding subset of N . To prove the Theorem it suffices to show that, for a suitable constant c 25 (Ω, d, δ),
With respect to Π and M , V ns admits a decomposition into subanalytic sets V θ as described in §5. The number of subsets V θ is #{θ} = 4 #S = 4 ( is contained in an algebraic hypersurface in Π τ . If this is the case for every τ ∈ S then β must itself be algebraic by 7.1. Since β is connected of dimension 1, the points of β would then belong to Ψ alg ⊂ Ω alg .
Therefore, if P ∈ Ψ does not belong to Ω alg then it lies in a set β as above with the property that, for some τ ∈ S, θ(Π τ ) = c and the image of β in Π τ is not semialgebraic. Fix such β, τ . The image α of β under π τ is a graph with respect to both coordinate axes of x i , x j of Π τ . Thus
for appropriate functions f, g on appropriate domains. Since θ(Π τ ) = c, f (M ) , g (M ) are nonvanishing. The constant c 28 (Ω, ) evidently depends on the choice of slices.
